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Singapore is located on the Southeast Asia sandwiched between Malaysia and the Indonesia. A
synonym with the name â€œGarland of Islandâ€•, Singapore is a travellerâ€™s paradise. The white beaches,
the exotic wildlife, picturesque landscapes, diverse culture and evergreen tropical forests makes
Singapore one of the most sought after tourist destination of the world. With a cluster of sixty three
islands, Singapore is the fun city of South Asia.

A Singapore Tour Package serves you with a wide range of tourist attractions. The first attraction is
the Botanical gardens. The garden with its diversity of flora, fauna and lakes is visited throughout
the year. The orchid garden with over thousand varieties of orchids and about two thousands
hybrids is truly a photographerâ€™s paradise.

Shopping is Singapore is a part of pleasure. Singapore is well known for its variety shopping
complexes. The Orchard, Marina, Suntec City, Little India and Chinatown are some of shopper
destination of Singapore. The huge shopping malls of Singapore display clothes of the latest
fashion. There is a saying shop till you drop well it proves positive in case of Singapore. Take home
number of goodies and souvenirs which will remind you of a fabulous time of your life.

Pay a visit to the amusements park and the water kingdom in Singapore. The parks here give an
exceptional experience to the visitors. Get ready for the heart pounding and adrenal rushing ride of
your life. Some of the theme parks are Universal Studios Singapore and Resorts World Sentosa.
Take a plunge in the cold water of the Equqrius and the wild wild west water parks.

The Singapore Night Safari is the first nocturnal zoo which displays many species with the help of
artificial moon light. You will be welcome by a dance performance and fire flaring by the Bornean
Tribe. The zoo has created eight geographical regions of the world with the respective animals. A
tram takes you inside the zoo where you can witness the replica of the Himalayas foot hills,
Nepalese river valleys, Indian subcontinent, Africa, Malaysia, Asia and the Burmese hillside. Some
of the nocturnal animals wandering in the zoo are the Himalayan Thar, Hyena, bear, lions, bongo,
giraffe and tigers.

Experience the magical and the mysterious tropical forest unfold itself after the sun down. Walk on
the trails and catch the animals face to face. The interlinking of four trails adds spice to your
adventure. The leopard trail, east lodge trail, forest giants trail and the fishing cat trail gives you the
sensation of being on the wild. The giant squirrels and the owls add and extra make up to the
walking trails. Watch the creatures of the night show which features the endurance and the
marauder skills of the animals.

Singapore tourism has maintained and preserved the good will of Singapore over the past years.
Singapore in fact can be termed as the cleanest city of Asia. Book a holiday to Singapore and
explore the charisma of Singapore. See it to believe it.  Travel safely and have a great holiday on
the seventh heaven of Asia.
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